






































































AFTERWORDS
Doing it again.  So many things I wanta add.  Like, Anne Shan was my mother, Anne Shelby 
Vick.  She figgered she could combine names; use Anne, then the Sh from Shelby, and add an 
abbreviated ‘an’ from her first name.  She did the cover thish and, in number 12, did the portraits 
of Bloch, Burwell, LeeH and Gem.  She was quite talented.  You shoulda seen some of her 
paintings!  And thish contains one of her poems.  Multi-talented!

There's another Photoshop trick I use.  It has a Magic Wand.  If there's a blotch or a blue you 
want to remove, touch it with the Wand and it's selected.  Then (after being sure the color chosen 
is the color of the page) take the Paint Bucket over to it anc click.  It'll fill the area selected with 
the page color!

So far, on this one, I haven't re-typed anything -- but there's lotsa words I corrected.  I even 
cleaned up some typeover areas that were wrong, where the corflu didn't completely remove the 
letter I had typed over.  I sat the pencil point Real Small and used the page color to wipe out the 
remains of the supposedly-removed letter.   (Again, if any completist was The Actual Original, 
just let me know!

Now, I'm not redoing the entire issue.  It's just that, sometimes when I'm working close, if I see 
something wrong I try to fix it.  Then that leads to another, and -- but you get the idea.  Usually, I 
have two colors available – white and black.  I can switch between them as I work, using the 
white to clear up blobs, using the black to fill in letters.  Thank Ghu for the ‘redo’ button; time 
and time again, I’ll be switching task and forget to switch colors.  Suddenly a blob is BIGGER 
instead of smaller!  Or I would be using the fingertip Dot Remover and accidentally destroy part 
of a letter.  I hit ‘redo’ and start over.  Don’t bother writing about how I missed this, that or the 
other.  Some pages get little attention 'cause they're not THAT bad. . . .

Page numbers are unreliable!!!  This has been put together to the best of my ability, and I've 
made minor changes as well as attempts to clear up the reproduction, but I am NOT going to re-
number the pages!  I had been saving them with different numbering systems, but usually had 
‘cover’ as ‘cover.tif’ of ‘cfcover.tif but then ‘bacover.tif’ comes first, the way my program saves 
things.  So, starting thish, I am saving by sheets!  That is, the cover for thish is ‘cf10sht01.tif’ So 
the actual page number isn’t referred to, but – they come in order!

About the unintended blobs and such: Sometimes I leave them in place on artwork; makes really 
interesting shading!

Could anyone catch me uptodate on what became of Max Keasler, dave english, Dave 
Hammond, Bob Morse and others who were in this issue?  I tried googling, and found a Dave 
English who is not ours.  Found a Dave Hammond but couldn’t verify, and ditto with Bob 
Morse.






